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The strategy would be to provide through some central mechanism the search designs and technical assistance that would be necessary to l evaluation components to youth programs being underwritten by local Lvate Industry Councils (PICs) and Service Delivery Areas (SDAs) ough JTPA. Adding a small amount of program funds, allocated on a äcretionary basis to those PICs and SDAs that agree to cooperate, iht induce the localities to make the slight alterations in their xjram content or procedures necessary for evaluation research.
The central agency would have the overall perspective the local :s and SDAs may lack äs to the ränge of program types that are being lertaken in various localities and would ensure that a reasonable rtfolio of quality evaluations was being mounted so that the relative lectiveness of different program types could be assessed. Having Ls perspective would also enable the central agency to provide infor-:ion and technical assistance to the local PICs and SDAs concerning :ernative program types, better program procedures, and so on. The itral agency would also help to ensure that at least a central core
the evaluation research Information collected across sites was isonably comparable so that cross-program comparisons could sntually be made.
The central agency need not be in the federal government itself.	|
5 experience with the use of intermediary organizations to organize	f
search and technical assistance under YEDPA, while it was not all	|
iitive, was sufficiently good in a number of cases to suggest that	-|
Ls might be an effective medium through which to interject this	f
iluation research into the JTPA framework. Such organizations now	\
re experience in negotiating with local operating agencies, adapting	4.
jearch designs to local constrairits, and combining technical	4
sistance with research guidance. While the major activity could be	Jf
:ried out through an intermediary, some guidance and oversight from	|
5 Department of Labor is necessary, äs we noted in our earlier »cussion of YEDPA; it is not wise to devolve responsibllity totally
an intermediary.  But with a level of research and evaluation :ivity that would be only a small fraction of that undertaken under DPA, the Department of Labor staff required to oversee inter-liaries1 activities could be quite small.
We note also that good evaluative research could provide a sounder >is for the setting of performance Standards, a key feature of JTPA. ät is important for performance is value added, the improvement in >loyment and earnings over what it would have been in the absence of 5 program, and we would argue that this can best (and perhaps only)
established through evaluation research using randomly assigned itrol groups.
These then are just the rough outlines of a strategy and mechanism : evaluation research on youth programs under JTPA. We believe they ä compatible with the basic design of JTPA itself and could yield >d evidence from the JTPA experience about how an employment and äining System can better help alleviate the continuing serious 3loyment problems of sizable proportions of our youths. We must cess that in the absence of such a strategy and mechanism, we believe \t several years from now the nation will find itself with several

